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Productive waqf management today is an international paradigm that continues to be made to create a larger waqf benefits. tried Dompet Dhuafa Republika (DDR) through its network Tabung Waqf Indonesian (TWI), known as the pioneer organization in the management of waqf in Indonesia, to make an integrated system of productive waqf management. This study aims to determine how to manage productive waqf, encounter constraints and give the solutions in the Dompet Dhuafa Republika

This research is a qualitative descriptive approach. After the data is retrieved, processed and compared with the theories it is then evaluated and drawn the conclusions to answer the problems. While it’s the data collection techniques using methods of observation, documentation, and interviews with 4 person related with endowments in DDR.

The study found (1) a. TWI as nadzir DDR is the manager of the endowment, b. TWI did waqf management in a professional manner. Referring to the surplus and its use; 50% social, 40% maintenance and investment, 10% nadzir, c. absence SOPs for staff make loss of some management functions, d. Centralized management of productive waqf. The constraints faced by the TWI (2) a. Many donors who make waqf once time, b. TWI officers get poor reception from the public, c. HR is less than optimal, d. HR is little bit, e. Waqf property location is hard to reach, f. Government bureaucracy is convoluted, g. The program does not run due to lack of budget. The solutions were given for the first and second problems are ongoing socialization of productive waqf, for the third and fourth problems the solution is the employment training regularly and a large authority. While the next solution is salling a difficult asset to be empowered and making a priorities in work program to streamline the budget.